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Abstract

Pulse sequences have been developed that add up time-resolved photo-CIDNP signals from n successive laser flashes not in the
acquisition computer of the NMR spectrometer but in the experiment itself, resulting in a greatly improved signal-to-noise ratio.
For this accumulation, CIDNP is first stored in the transverse plane and then on the z axis, and finally superimposed on CIDNP
produced by the next flash. These storage cycles also result in a very efficient background suppression. Because only one free
induction decay is acquired for n flashes, the noise is digitized only once. The signal gain is demonstrated experimentally and
analyzed theoretically. Losses are mostly due to nuclear spin relaxation, and to a small extent to instrument imperfections. With
10 laser flashes, a signal increase by a factor of about 7.5 was realized. As their main advantage compared to signal averaging in
the usual way, these sequences yield the same signal-to-noise ratio with fewer laser flashes; the theoretical improvement is by a
factor of

ffiffiffi
n

p
.
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1. Introduction

Sensitivity is much more of an issue with NMR than
with most other spectroscopic methods because the
magnetic interactions are so weak. A great many tech-
nological and methodological developments of NMR
have been motivated by the quest for improved sig-
nal-to-noise ratios. The most important of these is
Fourier transform NMR itself, which was originally
introduced for the sole purpose of increasing the sensi-
tivity [1], almost a decade having to pass until coher-
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ence transfer was recognized as its even more
valuable benefit [2].

Chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization
(CIDNP) [3] is an effect that produces enhanced NMR
signals by creating nonequilibrium populations of the
nuclear spin states in the products of a chemical reaction
carried out in the field of the NMR magnet. Its operat-
ing principle, the so-called radical pair mechanism [4,5],
relies on the interplay of nuclear-spin selective intersys-
tem crossing and electron-spin selective chemical reac-
tivity of radical pairs, and sorts the nuclear spins
between different products. Because the signal amplifica-
tion can be quite substantial but occurs only for mole-
cules that have radical pairs as their precursors, those
molecules can be observed selectively and discriminated
against the background of unreacted molecules or
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molecules formed by other pathways. There have been
numerous applications of CIDNP to the elucidation of
reaction mechanisms [6] and of molecular structures,
including radicals [7–9] and biomolecules [10,11].

One intriguing aspect of the radical pair mechanism is
that CIDNP is generated only during the radical-pair
life, that is on a (sub)nanosecond timescale, but that
the polarizations, once having arrived in the diamagnet-
ic products, persist for a time on the order of T1,
0.1 . . .10 s for protons. This opens up the possibility of
carrying out time-resolved CIDNP experiments [12,13]
by initiating a reaction with a nanosecond laser flash
and sampling the resulting polarizations with a radiofre-
quency (RF) pulse after a variable delay. On the time-
scale of NMR pulses, nanosecond events are
immeasurably fast, but radical pair formation by bimo-
lecular quenching of the electronically excited state and
product formation by reactions of escaped radicals often
fall into the microsecond domain and can be followed in
that way, which extends the timescale of kinetic NMR
by several orders of magnitude. Because the stable dia-
magnetic products are detected rather than the para-
magnetic intermediates, there is no lifetime
broadening, and because the radicals typically disappear
on a timescale of about 100 ls, there is no appreciable
paramagnetic broadening of the product signals.

Despite the signal enhancement by the polarizations,
time-resolved CIDNP experiments are severely limited
by the signal-to-noise ratio, which can be traced to the
fact that the attainable concentration of radical pairs
is a small fraction of the substrate concentration only.
This is normally inevitable because of other constraints,
but even in cases where it could be circumvented, the
success of such an approach seems doubtful because
very high radical concentrations will open up additional
reaction channels, and thus distort the kinetics.

In this work, we present a feasible solution that
uses several laser flashes per acquisition. The radical
concentration problem is avoided because each new
flash is applied at a time when the radicals from the
preceding flash have already disappeared. The time-de-
pendent polarizations generated by each flash are sam-
pled with an RF pulse, stored between the flashes in a
suitable way, and added up constructively; the accu-
mulated polarization from n flashes is finally detected.
Hence, the noise is the same as in an experiment with
a single flash but the signal is approximately n times
stronger.
2. Experimental

The CIDNP measurements were carried out on a
600 MHz (14.1 T) Varian INOVA NMR spectrometer.
A frequency tripled (355 nm) Spectra-Physics GCR-
130 Nd:YAG laser was used for sample illumination.
Technical details of our time-resolved CIDNP experi-
ment will be published separately.

All chemicals were obtained commercially in the
highest available purity and used as received.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Basic concepts

The issue of storing the polarizations between flashes
in a time-resolved CIDNP measurement can be ad-
dressed as follows.

On the timescale accessible by the experiment
(J 100 ns), the polarizations are essentially frozen in
the diamagnetic products, so any time dependence ob-
served invariably means that new diamagnetic molecules
bearing polarizations have arrived on the scene. This is
intuitively obvious for CIDNP increasing with time
but we stress that it also holds for CIDNP decreasing
with time: such a decrease does not indicate that dia-
magnetic molecules bearing polarizations have been de-
stroyed but, on the contrary, that further molecules of
the same type but bearing polarizations opposite to
those already present, have been formed.

This has three implications.
First, as long as there is a time dependence of the

polarizations, storage of CIDNP on the z axis is impos-
sible because it would be obliterated by CIDNP arriving
later, but storage in the transverse plane is perfectly fea-
sible because coherences are left unchanged by later
CIDNP events; for the latter reason, the value stored
is the polarization present at the moment of the storing
pulse. Indeed, the normal time-resolved CIDNP experi-
ment performs exactly that storage but detects the result
immediately.

Second, once the reaction is completed, i.e., CIDNP
no longer changes, which usually means after a few hun-
dreds of microseconds at most, storage on the z axis can
be done as well, and for longer storage times is prefera-
ble to storage in the transverse plane because there is no
evolution under homonuclear J couplings. Therefore,
we restore CIDNP from the transverse plane to the z

axis as soon as that is feasible.
Third, that constant magnetization stored on z and

the time-dependent CIDNP from the next laser flash
are simply superimposed, so the subsequent sampling
pulse (applied at the same post-flash time as the previous
one) takes both to the transverse plane.

The described procedure can be applied repeatedly;
finally, the stored sum of CIDNP from a series of flashes
with the same timing is read out and acquired. The
development of longitudinal and transverse magnetiza-
tion during such a multiflash experiment is depicted
schematically in Fig. 1. The background of unreacted
molecules does not interfere with this method because



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the timing (top trace) and the
development of transverse and longitudinal magnetization, Mxy and
Mz, in a multiflash time-resolved CIDNP experiment. The laser flashes
are symbolized by hm and the transverse storage periods by the blocks
marked Strans. The longitudinal storage periods constitute all the rest of
the pulse sequence, and have not been labeled explicitly.
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it can be suppressed very efficiently by the storage cycles,
as we will show.

3.2. Transverse storage

Fig. 2A displays the basic implementation of trans-
verse storage, in which sampling is done with a p/2
pulse. This pulse is applied at the desired time Dt after
the laser flash, and puts the CIDNP magnetization pres-
ent at that instant completely into the transverse plane.

During the storage period S1 chemical shift evolution
is eliminated by spin echoes. Imperfections of the p puls-
es are compensated by employing the standard Carr–
Purcell–Meiboom–Gill scheme [14,15]; an even number
Fig. 2. Pulse sequences for temporary storage of transient CIDNP in the tran
arbitrary flip angle a. These sequences are to be embedded in the longitudin
of echo pulses, phase-shifted by 90� with respect to the
sampling pulse. The echo delays De1 and De2 have to
be marginally different because of the background sup-
pression scheme (see Section 3.3).

At the end of S1, the transverse magnetization is
flipped back to the z axis by another p/2 pulse, and is
ready to be sampled again, together with the polariza-
tion newly generated by the next flash. Repetition rates,
1/trep, of XeCl excimer lasers or Nd:YAG lasers, the two
universally used systems for time-resolved CIDNP, are
typically (10 ms)�1 to (100 ms)�1. Spin evolution under
the influence of homonuclear J couplings for longer
times within that range might lead to annoying phase
distortions of multiplets. While these do not depend
on Dt, and thus do not affect the kinetic evaluation, they
can be avoided by shortening S1 as far as possible and
keeping the magnetization stored on the z axis (see Sec-
tion 3.3) for the rest of the time until the next flash, i.e.,
for a duration S2 such that S1 + S2 = trep.

After the last flash and sampling pulse, the accumu-
lated signal can be acquired immediately or—allowing
a more compact implementation of the pulse sequence,
as displayed below, in Fig. 3—subjected to one more
storage cycle as described and then read out by a p/2
pulse without a preceding flash.

Two constraints are imposed on the lower limits of
the echo delays, i.e., of S1.

One the one hand, no echo pulse should be applied
before CIDNP has become constant on the timescale
of that pulse, otherwise some unwanted polarization
would be taken to the transverse plane at that stage,
since any z magnetization not present for the whole
duration of a p pulse experiences a flip angle smaller
than 180�. When this constraint is violated, it becomes
difficult or even impossible to extract the true kinetics
sverse plane when sampling is done with (A) a p/2 pulse, (B) a pulse of
al storage sequence shown in Fig. 3. Further explanation, see text.



Fig. 3. Storage of transient CIDNP on the z axis (S2) and background suppression in multiflash experiments. The first block denotes any
presaturation scheme. The appropriate pulse sequence of Fig. 2 is inserted as the block labeled �S1 or S0 + S1,� the former corresponding to Fig. 2A,
the latter to Fig. 2B. The double inversion S2 is reiterated m times such as to make the total duration of the sequence enclosed in brackets equal to the
laser repetition time trep; the enclosed part is repeated for each laser flash. Each p pulse is followed by a gradient pulse to destroy any transverse
magnetization; these gradient pulses have been omitted for clarity. Further explanation, see text.
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from the observed time dependences because the cor-
rupting terms are convolution integrals of pulse and
kinetics; fortunately, for protons it is very easily met be-
cause typical widths of p pulses are on the order of
10 ls, echo delays up to a millisecond will but rarely
produce discernible multiplet distortions, and a chemical
reaction that is fast on the former timescale will have
long been completed on the latter.

On the other hand, CIDNP must have reached a sta-
tionary value before the magnetization is flipped back to
the z axis. We stress that it is not necessary for it to be-
come zero, since any z magnetization present at the mo-
ment of the flip-back pulse is taken to the transverse
plane, where it can be destroyed by a pulsed field gradi-
ent; however, changes of the z magnetization during S2

will be superimposed on the desired stored signal. Viola-
tion of this constraint is unavoidable in the rarer cases of
extremely slow CIDNP kinetics but, again fortunately,
the resulting distortion is only the difference of the CID-
NP magnetizations at times Dt + S1 + S2 and Dt + S1,
so a correction is almost trivial, especially when the sam-
pling times are chosen suitably.

The time resolution of CIDNP experiments is basical-
ly determined by the width of the RF sampling pulse.
While deconvolution methods have been used to over-
come this limitation [16], their success largely depends
on the signal-to-noise ratio, so adaptation of the de-
scribed scheme to shorter sampling pulses seemed highly
desirable. With regard to the time-dependent magnetiza-
tion, the building block of Fig. 2A can accommodate a
shorter sampling pulse, of flip angle a, without any sig-
nal loss apart from the factor sin(a); however, with re-
gard to the stored magnetization that shorter pulse
would be very inefficient because it utilizes only a frac-
tion, all the rest being lost.

That problem is solved by the slightly more complex
sequence displayed in Fig. 2B. Prior to the sampling
pulse, the stored magnetization is first rotated towards
the transverse plane by a pulse of flip angle p/2 � a. A
double spin echo leaves the residual z component un-
changed and effects a refocussing of the transverse com-
ponent at the moment of the sampling pulse. That pulse,
therefore, takes the stored magnetization the rest of the
way into the transverse plane. The laser flash is inserted
into the interval between the second p pulse of the spin
echo block and the sampling pulse, so CIDNP is not
sampled by the preceding echo.

3.3. Background suppression and longitudinal storage

The whole transverse storage cycle is embedded in a
background suppression and longitudinal storage
scheme as displayed in Fig. 3.

Before the start of the pulse sequence proper, all
background signals are destroyed, for instance by one
or more p/2 pulses, each followed by a defocussing gra-
dient. Subsequent partial recovery is unavoidable, but
the background can easily be nulled at those points
of time of the sequence when it would be harmful,
i.e., whenever a pulse with a flip angle other than an
integer multiple of 180� has to be applied. As one of
us reported some time ago [18,19], this nulling can be
achieved simultaneously for a wide range of relaxation
times T1 by inserting one or more p pulses, each pre-
ceded by a delay D1 and followed by a delay D2 with
a fixed relationship between D1 and D2. One has to
choose

D2 ¼ T 1;min � ln½2� expð�D1=T 1;minÞ�; ð1Þ
where T1,min is the (known or estimated) minimum relax-
ation time of all the background. The effects of different
relaxation times cancel to first order because nuclei
relaxing faster recover a larger fraction of their equilib-
rium magnetization during D1, so they have to start out
from a more negative value at the beginning of D2.

With the building block of Fig. 2A, background null-
ing has to occur at the moment of each p/2 pulse. For
the first of these, this can be done by choosing D0

1 and
D0

2 suitably. Background nulling at the moment of the
second p/2 pulse is accomplished by adjusting the echo
delays De1 and De2 according to Eq. (1).

To maintain the background suppression during S2,
an even number of p pulses is inserted with the appropri-
ate timing (D1 and D2 in Fig. 3). Signal losses are mini-
mized by employing composite pulses (GROPE-16) [17]
for these inversions.
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With the more complex building block of Fig. 2B,
background suppression can be implemented just as eas-
ily as in the case of Fig. 2A, the only differences being
that the delays of the pre-flash echo have to be adjusted
in the same manner as those of the post-flash echo.
Fig. 4. Time-resolved CIDNP measurements on a sample of 0.1 mM
FMN and 50 mM DABCO in D2O, pH about 10. Dotted line and
open circles, single-flash experiment, p/2 pulse for sampling; solid line
and filled circle, 8 flashes and p/2 pulse; dashed line and solid squares,
8 flashes and pulse of flip angle 40�. Dt is the delay between the laser
flash and the sampling RF pulse. All CIDNP signals Snorm were scaled
to that at Dt = 0 in the single-flash experiment. Transverse storage
periods (see Fig. 2) S0 and S1, 800 ls each; longitudinal storage period
(see Fig. 3) S2, 100 ms � S0 � S1, with m = 1. The actual values of all
associated delays depend on the variable delay Dt (Fig. 2), and follow
from Eq. (1).
3.4. Validation

A chemical system that is suitable for assessing the
performance of such multiflash pulse sequences has to
fulfil two criteria. First, it should yield strong polariza-
tions even in a conventional time-resolved CIDNP mea-
surement because that control experiment provides the
point of reference for a quantification of the signal
enhancement. Second, it should exhibit a very high
photostability because any sample degradation would,
and the necessity of frequent sample changes might,
make the assessment less reliable.

Both criteria are met almost ideally by a solution of
the bicyclic amine diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO)
in D2O, with flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as the pho-
tosensitizer. The 12 equivalent DABCO protons are
strongly polarized and yield a sharp singlet. The radical
pairs are formed by a simple electron transfer [20], which
is facile because the DABCO radical cation is highly sta-
bilized by a two-centre three-electron bond; for that rea-
son, quenching of the triplet precursor 3FMN by
DABCO competes favourably with quenching by oxy-
gen, so CIDNP is easily observable in undegassed solu-
tions as well. Unlike with other tertiary amines,
hydrogen abstraction leading to irreversible product for-
mation is impossible because the bicyclic structure pre-
vents the hypothetical a-amino alkyl radical from
adopting a conformation with a stabilizing orbital over-
lap between the lone pair on the nitrogen and the adja-
cent carbon-centered radical site. This makes the
reaction ideally cyclic, the only products being the start-
ing compounds FMN and DABCO, which are regener-
ated by reverse electron transfer. Even after several
hundreds of flashes had been absorbed by the same sam-
ple, we were not able to detect a decrease of the DABCO
polarization produced per flash.

The time dependence of CIDNP in this system is due to
exchange cancellation [21]: the precursor multiplicity is
triplet. The radical pair mechanism creates an absorptive
polarization of the DABCO protons in the singlet pairs,
and an emissive one in the triplet pairs. The singlet pairs
recombine on a nanosecond timescale, so within the time
resolution of the experiment there is an instantaneous
absorption signal of the amine D. The emissive polariza-
tion (signified by a downward arrow) turns up in the
escaping free radicals D�+ on the same timescale, and are
then also transferred, but much more slowly, to D by an
electron exchange with surplus starting material

#D�þ þ D ! #Dþ D�þ. ð2Þ
The absorptive polarization ›D present immediately
after the flash is thus gradually cancelled by reaction
Eq. (2), the rate of which is reflected by the time depen-
dence of the CIDNP intensity.

Three further processes normally modify that simple
scheme. First, the radical pairs are formed by bimolecu-
lar quenching of 3FMN by DABCO, so for small amine
concentrations an initial rise of the absorptive signal is
observed, reflecting the slow formation of radical pairs.
Second, nuclear spin relaxation in the free radicals de-
stroys part of the polarization and makes the exchange
cancellation incomplete, which leads to a residual
absorption remaining at long times after the flash.
Third, encounters of free radicals FMN�� and
DABCO�+ both transfer existing polarizations to the ob-
served product and create new polarizations from F-
pairs, resulting in much more complex CIDNP kinetics.
To suppress all these effects, we increased the amine con-
centration to 50 mM. Under these conditions, the ex-
change process of Eq. (2) has a half-life of 36 ls and
dominates the kinetics such that deviations from a sim-
ple first-order decay are no longer observable (see
Fig. 4). By control experiments, we ascertained that
the background suppression scheme can also accommo-
date this case, where the concentration of radical pairs—
limited by the starting concentration of FMN, which is
in turn constrained to about 0.1 mM by its optical
absorption properties—is at least 500 times lower than
the concentration of background molecules.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the decay curves, mon-
itored over three half-lives, for the conventional time-re-



Fig. 6. Improvement of the sensitivity of time-resolved CIDNP
experiments by multiflash methods and by signal averaging. Sample,
0.1 mM FMN and 50 mM DABCO in D2O, pH about 10, Dt = 0.
Transverse and longitudinal storage periods as in Fig. 4. Shown is the
signal-to-noise ratio scaled to that in a single-flash one-acquisition
measurement with a p/2 sampling pulse, (S/N)norm; n is the number of
flashes. Solid line and filled circles, multiflash experiments with p/2
sampling pulses; dashed line and open circles, multiflash experiments
with 40� sampling pulses; grey solid and dotted line without data
points, n single-flash experiments coadded, p/2 and 40� sampling
pulses, respectively. The fit curves through the data points are
explained in the text. Best-fit parameters, 0.93 (p/2 pulses) and 0.92
(40� pulses).
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solved CIDNP experiment and the multipulse schemes
of the present work. It is obvious that the results are
identical apart from the expected offset in the first-order
plot, so the pulse sequences described do not distort the
kinetics.

The considerable signal gain obtainable by the multi-
flash methods is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In that experi-
ment, the delay between laser flash and sampling pulse
was kept fixed, and a p/2 pulse was used for sampling
(i.e., the pulse sequence of Fig. 2A was employed). With
increasing number of flashes n, the signal is seen to rise
slightly less than linearly. A quantitative evaluation of
the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the number of
flashes, both for sampling with a p/2 pulse and a shorter
pulse, is finally given in Fig. 6. In this figure, normaliza-
tion was done with respect to the value obtained in a sin-
gle-flash experiment with a p/2 pulse.

Two factors are expected to spoil a linear increase of
the signal with the number of flashes. The most impor-
tant in our case is thought to be nuclear spin relaxation
during the storage periods. Our laser system does not
permit repetition times trep shorter than 100 ms, so in a
10-flash experiment the signal has to be stored, on aver-
age, for as much as half a second. We emphasize that
this does not constitute a fundamental limitation be-
cause lasers that are capable of firing much more rapidly
are commercially available. In addition to relaxation,
RF pulse imperfections might also cause some signal
loss.

The combined effect of both relaxation and pulse
imperfections can be represented by an efficiency factor
b (0 6 b 6 1), which quantifies how much of the signal s
generated by one flash as well as of the accumulated sig-
nal from the preceding flashes is retained in one storage
cycle. Because the same relative amount is lost in each
cycle, the final signal S in an n-flash experiment is ob-
tained by summing up all contributions

S ¼ s
Xn

j¼1

bj ¼ sb
1� bn

1� b
. ð3Þ
Fig. 5. CIDNP signals from a sample of 0.1 mM FMN and 50 mM
DABCO in D2O, pH about 10, obtained with the multiflash method
described in Figs. 2A and 3 (Dt = 0). The number of flashes per
acquisition is given below each trace. Transverse and longitudinal
storage periods as in Fig. 4.
The parameter b can be written as

b ¼ b0 expð�trep=T 1;effÞ ð4Þ
with b 0 describing the effect of all nonidealities and T1,eff

being an effective relaxation time (i.e., the average of the
true T1 and of T2 weighted with the durations of the lon-
gitudinal and transverse storage periods). The presence
of a considerable amount of transient radicals is expect-
ed to shorten T1,eff in Eq. (4) compared to T1 measured
in the absence of irradiation. For the same reason,
experiments as in Fig. 6 on a series of molecules with dif-
ferent T1 times are not expected to permit a reliable sep-
aration of relaxation and pulse imperfection effects. The
best way to achieve that would be by varying trep while
retaining all other parameters because this will only
change the relaxation loss but leave the nonidealities
unaffected. Unfortunately, with our laser such a varia-
tion was not feasible.

Instead, we took the following approach. The relaxa-
tion loss exp(�trep/T1) must be identical for the pulse
sequences of Figs. 2A and B because both are imbedded
into the same period of time trep. Any differences in the
efficiency factor bmust, therefore, be ascribed to nonide-
alities, and will allow an estimate of how important
these effects are. The curves through the data points of
Fig. 6 show a simultaneous fit of Eq. (3) to the results
of sampling with a p/2 pulse (Fig. 2A) and a pulse of
40� flip angle (Fig. 2B). For this fit, we set the ratio of
the two s values to the theoretical ratio sina and kept
it fixed, but treated the b values as free parameters.
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It is assumed that the losses in the inversion part S2 of
the sequences are negligible because the GROPE-16
pulses are known to have extremely good efficiencies;
this was also verified experimentally. The ratio of the b

values should thus reflect the losses caused by the addi-
tional spin echo part S0 in the second sequence. The re-
sult indicates a loss due to pulse imperfections on the
order of one percent per echo block, which is not very
severe. The relaxation loss in this system is approximate-
ly 6% per storage cycle, corresponding to an effective
relaxation time of 1.6 s. As expected, if relaxation is
accelerated by the presence of the radicals, this is slightly
shorter than T1 of the sample without laser irradiation,
which was measured to be 1.76 s.

Further corroboration of these concepts was ob-
tained from experiments as in Fig. 6 on the 19F signal
of 4-fluorophenol, again with FMN as the photosensi-
tizer. For that system, where a different probe had to
be used, the results with a p/2 sampling pulse and with
a p/4 sampling pulse could be fitted with exactly the
same value of b, which indicates that the deviations in
the previous case are probe-specific, i.e., originate from
pulse nonidealities.

Despite the losses, the gain in the signal, and thus in
the signal-to-noise ratio, still amounts to a factor of
more than 7 with 10 flashes per acquisition, as Fig. 6
shows. With a faster laser, this could be brought still
nearer to the linear regime; for example, on the basis
of the fits a value of 9 is calculated for trep = 10 ms.
The signal-to-noise ratio can, of course, also be im-
proved in the usual way, by signal averaging. Total
experimental time is not normally a limiting factor in
time-resolved CIDNP measurements, but sample photo-
stability is, and often necessitates sample changes during
an experiment with all the accompanying reproducibility
problems. As their main advantage, therefore, the mul-
tiflash schemes allow one to obtain the same signal-to-
noise ratio with fewer flashes. To illustrate that point,
the theoretical curves for the signal-to-noise ratio in n

averaged one-flash experiments have also been included
in the figure. Compared to them, the multiflash experi-
ments in a limiting loss-free situation would either yield
the same signal-to-noise ratio with

ffiffiffi
n

p
flashes instead of

n, or a signal-to-noise ratio that is higher by
ffiffiffi
n

p
for the

same number of flashes. Even in our case, where there
are some losses, the improvement is substantial.
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